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Photopoint monitoring on your property
A major bushfire or flood event can dramatically alter
a landscape within a matter of hours or even minutes.
However, most changes in the landscape happen
more slowly and often go unnoticed.

Photopoints can detect change in condition due to:
- weed growth/management
- grazing pressure/management
- feral animal impacts/management

Establishing photopoints can be a very effective
method of monitoring changes to the environment.

- erosion impacts/management
- recreational or human impacts/management

A picture is worth a thousand words

- revegetation
- regeneration

- dieback.

What is photopoint monitoring?
This involves taking a series of images of an area
from a fixed spot over the short, medium or long term.
The images can then be compared to show physical
change at the site.
Consistency is critical to the success of photopoint
monitoring. Photos must be taken at the same
location, with the same camera direction angle, focus
points, and preferably the same camera settings, time
of day and cloud coverage. Keeping these factors
constant will help to detect physical change.

Recording photopoint locations
Number your sites. Record the location and direction
on a map. Enable GPS on your phone. Consider
installing permanent markers (e.g. steel posts).

What photopoint information should I record?
Each time you take a photo, make a note of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the location and number of the monitoring point
the time and date
relevant weather conditions (e.g. end of a drought,
high rainfall etc.)
the direction of the photo/s (e.g. facing north,
south, east or west)
a short description of the photo (e.g. “regeneration
following removal of grazing stock”)
notes of changes.

Keep in mind that the more information you record,
the more easily you will be able to interpret changes
resulting from the management actions.

Photopoint monitoring on your property

How often should I take photos?
The frequency will depend on the management action
and change you want to monitor. Some will be seen in
the short-term, others are longer-term, for example:
Short term: 'before' and 'after' of spraying weeds.
Medium term: every six to twelve months where there
is rapid change, e.g. recovery after a fire.
Long term: every few years where changes are slow,
e.g. groundcover recovery following grazing changes.

Types of photopoints
Spot photos - used to record groundcover. They are
taken from head height looking downwards almost
vertically onto a square metre of ground. A simple one
square metre frame may be made using electrical
conduit with 90° elbows.

Fig 2: Monitoring in shrubby bushland using a
stepladder and permanent posts
Landscape photos – used to record changes over a
broad area. They should include a fixed landmark
feature e.g. a specific tree, fence post, rock outcrop,
mountain range - with which to align future photos.

How to take better photos
•
•

Fig 1: a one metre quadrat for groundcover
monitoring. Note the flagged peg for future reference
'Trayback' photos – used to record sites with tall
groundcover or shrubby bushland. They are taken
from the back of a ute tray or anything else that
provides similar elevation, e.g. stepladder.

•
•
•

choose locations that capture the feature being
monitored and are representative of the site
anticipate future plant growth that may obscure
the view
bright, cloudy days are usually best for photos,
to reduce shadowing
take a copy of previous photos with you to align
the new photos accurately
avoid using a wide-angle or telephoto lens.

For more detailed instructions:
NRM South (Tasmania) Photopoint Monitoring Guide
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